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New Pet
I got my wife a kitty-cat for her birthday. His
name from the cat place was Dorito. We’re
going with Jones (Jonesy) ala Ripley’s cat. A
few days after I got him, I found the back
door wide open. The cat was MIA. After
frantically searching the neighborhood in the
car, I came home to change shoes and search
on foot. While I was changing shoes, Jones
strolled out from behind my chair all,
“Where’s the ﬁre?” Man, was I relieved!!

Unity Pointe is ﬁnished!
Reemergence Day. That was the day humans dug
their way out of subterranean cities. Two hundred
years
since
the
ﬁery
cataclysm
consumed
civilization. Origin of the annihilation: unknown. A
scant 10,000 people survived, producing six
generations with the help of automated machinery
and fusion energy underground. Eventually, Earth
recovered enough that exploration was possible
again.
Their biggest discovery: Earth lay on its side, putting
Antarctica on the equator. After the glaciers melted,
an archipelago emerged. Flora and fauna soon
ﬂourished across the region. An ark for what life
remained. Those in leadership, Elites, galvanized
their power and control early on.
They founded Unity Pointe in the no longer frozen
territory known as Antarctica. Civilization’s ﬁrst
major
colony
outside
of
McMurdo
Station.
Established
twenty
years
ago,
the
planned
community was to be a resort town. A celebration of
their survival and Earth’s recovery.

Kelly Alvarez, Unity Pointe Environmental Oﬀicer,
just wants to do her job. Post-apocalyptic oligarchs
don’t want interference with their schemes. When
Alvarez’s duty collides with powerful Elite class
citizens, she quickly learns her life is irrelevant to
Elitest machinations. The propaganda Alvarez
believed all her life cruelly exposes how naïve she’s
been.
Can Alvarez outwit and outrun the most powerful
people on Earth? Find out in Unity Pointe, book 1 in
the new series Heirs of Judgement.

Unity Pointe will be FREE to all
subscribers (if you’re reading this,
then you are a subscriber.) Expect
an April release.

This Month's Deals:
Operation Watchtower

FREE
on
Amazon!!
March 1st-5th, 2022
The First People of Evolution are planning an
attack. Backed by Chinese communists, FPE
aims at murdering Israeli representatives in a
spectacular terror attack. The Israeli Mossad has
picked up on the violent anarchist group.
Herman Baader, leader of FPE, has waited years
for vengeance. The time has come—ignite a
worldwide campaign of chaos. When Karl Gruben
and his team of agents uncover the plot, they
race to stop it any way imaginable. As time runs out, suspicion mounts that a
mole has penetrated the Mossad. Baader knows Mossad is onto the scheme. But
he can’t stop now. Not when he’s so close to success. Can Gruben and his
intrepid colleagues intercept a train hurtling toward a bridge rigged to
detonate? Will a traitor in their midst save himself or die trying? The world is
counting on Karl Gruben and neither is expecting what’s about to be unleashed.
Buy Operation Watchtower today and strap yourself in for a twisting, turning
tale of intrigue, bravery, and courage!

Several collections of Indie SCI-FI stories and
novels with a sprinkle of THRILLER blended in.
Click the banners and support some great Indie
authors!

Featured Author:
Luckee Lynx
By TJ McKaye

Like father, like son… But… What happens upon
the biggest betrayal?
To avenge being abandoned by his ruthless Wall
Street ﬁnancier father, Ti Riley ﬁghts his moral
conscience to become a nefarious cyber criminal.
What follows is his entrance into the dangerous
underworld of geopolitics where he is faced with
the choice of joining the powers that control
humanity or working to defeat them.
What he learns will change the world forever. Yet
will he join this secret order and gain the power
he’d only dreamed of to smash the system? Or is
what he ﬁnds not all that it seems?
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